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DAE in an antistatic bag. This antistatic bag shall then be packed into a larger box or container which protects the

DAE from impacts during transportation, The package shall be marked to indicate that a fragile instrument is

inside.

E-Stop Failures Touch detection may be malfunctioning due to broken magnets in the E-stop. Rough handling

of the E-stop may lead to damage of these magnets. Touch and collision errors are often caused by dust and dirt

accumulated in the E-stop. To prevent E-stop failure, the customer shall always mount the probe to the DAE

carefully and keep the DAE unit in a non-dusty environment if not used for measurements.

Repair: Minor repairs are performed at no extra cost during the annual calibration. However, SPEAG reserves

the right to charge for any repair especially if rough unprofessional handling caused the defect.

DASY Configuration Files: Since the exact values of the DAE input resistances,. as measured during the

calibration procedure of a DAE unit, are not used by the DASY software, a nominal value of 200 MOhm is given

in the corresponding configuration file. of the E-

stop assembly is allowed by certified SPEAG personnel only and is part of the annual

cal i bration procedure.

lmportant Note:
To prevent damage of the DAE probe connector pins, use great care when installing the
probe to the DAE. Carefully connect the probe with the connector notch oriented in the

mating position. Avoid any rotational movement of the probe body versus the DAE

while turning the locking nut of the connector. The same care shall be used when
disconnecting the probe from the DAE.
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DC Voltage Measurement
A,/D - Converter Resolution nominal

High Range: lLSB = 6.1pV, full range = -100...+300 mV

Low Range: 1 LSB = 61nV , f ull range = -1 .......+3mV

DASY measurement parameters: Auto Zero Time: 3 sec; Measuring time: 3 sec

Connector Angle

Calibration Factors





4. AD-Converter Values with inputs shorted

lnput Offset Measurement
DASY measurement parameters: Auto Zero Time: 3 sec; Measuring time: 3 sec

lnput Offset Current
Nominal lnput circuitry offset current on all channels: <25fA

lnout Resi
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Calibration Equipment used (M&TE critical for calibration)

Primary Standardsln house check: APr-16

Network Analyzer HP 8753EX3•]
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Glossary:
TSL
NORMx,y,z

ConvF
DCP

CF
A,B,C,D
Polarization <p

Polarization I

Connector Angle

Schweizerischer Kalibrierdienst

Service suisse d'6talonnage

Servizio svizzero di taratura

Swiss Calibration Service
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